
                                     

    * We only manufacture poles listed on this cart 

The ARC vaulting poles are built with a combined 50 years of manufacture and coaching experience to ensure the best 
flexural strength and recoil possible. Easy penetration and designed for vaulters and coaches  who want to learn and teach 
proper position to allow best longterm results. Designed with a special inner wrap blue fiber glass to increase pole returning 
and an eye catching look. The ARC provides a smooth ride to allow a smooth transition for a vertical position on the pole. 


• EASY to BEND and un-recoils slower  

• Exceptional balance and carry weight 

• Durable smaller handle grip

VAULTING POLES

Do not jump with any spiked, cracked, or damaged pole. Our digital flex test insures that each pole has been structurally flex tested as a 

final test of integrity. Each pole is engraved with a serial number and has a mark to determine the flex side toward the pit at plant. Never select a pole less than the vaulters weight. 

This is not a spot check! Broken vaulting poles will not be replaced and are sold without warranty. All risks are assumed by the user and a coach must be present at all time in training 

and in competition. Use only with regulation size vaulting systems. Protect your pole from spikes, falling to the ground or striking the standard. 

ORDER POLES AT:  ARCPOLES@GMAIL.COM OR 612-987-6147

DESIGN BY ROCK-BACK  
Exclusively for : RENTPOLES.COM     ARC

This ARC design offers a smaller handle for younger 
vaulters, for maximum confidence and pole control. These 
poles meet the NFHS weight capacity rule. 


The ARC is the only pole design on the market for 
beginners to medium level vaulters.

  ARC VAULTING POLES 
POLE LENGHTS 11’0” 11’6” 12’0”

VAULTER’S  
Weight LBS.

Easy 20 lbs range Easy 10 lbs range Easy 10 lbs range

120 lbs or less ARC-11120 ARC-12120

125 lbs or less ARC-116125

130 lbs or less ARC-12130

135 lbs or less ARC116135

140 lbs or less ARC-11140 ARC-12140

145 lbs or less ARC-116155

150 lbs or less ARC-12150

155 lbs or less

160 lbs or less ARC-12160

PRICE MSRP  
$3699.00

SOLD AS A   
Full Set

10  
Total Poles 

                   INCLUDES A FULL CUSTOM POLE BAG FROM POLEBAGS.COM

                       FREE SHIPPING VIA SOUTHWEST AIRLINES

ALL POLES SOLD WITH NO WARRANTY
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